Hiroshima armchair wood
Naoto Fukasawa, 2008

Description

Shop

Hiroshima armchair wood by Naoto Fukasawa for Maruni.
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The Hiroshima series was released in 2008. Designed by Naoto Fukasawa, the aim
was to create furniture that combines robustness with designs that will remain fresh
and vital.
The range reflects the Japanese aesthetic as applied to wood and the skills that
make it possible for this aesthetic to be brought to life in everyday contexts.
Products in this series therefore have a natural wood finish with almost no paint or
varnish.
Chairs and tables with simple, subtle structures that highlight the natural wood
used, and which have no restrictions placed on them regarding places in which they
are used ─ it is envisaged that they be used everywhere.
The gentle curve from the back along the arm is very appealing. The roomy seat can
be used not only as a dining chair, but as a lounge chair too. The tapering of the
sides of the arms, the seat of the chair and the table accentuate the beauty of the
light shining on their surfaces.
Available in the following woods and finishes:
Beech wood - urethane whitish, urethane matt black, urethane matt white, whitish
oiled.
Oak wood - urethane clear, urethane whitish, urethane natural black, light grey,
clear oiled, whitish oiled.
Walnut wood - urethane clear, urethane light brown.
See product download specification sheet for details of finishes.
Also available with an upholstered seat in choice of fabrics and leathers of the
collection; see 'More products in the range' below.
Dimensions:
56w x 53d x 45/79cmh

Product code
MARU-2956*
Delivery
Made-to-order: 16 weeks. Certain models held in stock for European distribution.
Please enquire.
Price
£950.00
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